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Tanzanite

December's birthstones are turquoise, zircon, and tanzanite, the newest addition to the 
birthstone list introduced in 2002. Tanzanite is associated with wisdom and truth and is 

said to transform negativity into positivity.



Ethics matters. In life and in business. Bombshell Accessories/ Metal Mafia 
trades on that principle. In the era of cutthroat and carelessness, we choose 
commitment and accountability. No excuses. No slack. No margin for error. 

Bombshell Accessories/Metal Mafia is the result of three people’s dedication 
to doing it right every time, in a world where things being done wrong has 
become the norm. We make jewelry, but our company also makes a home 
for both the people who work here and the people we serve. Our style is as 
persuasive as our honesty. Our quality is as irreproachable as our integrity. 

Our designs are as righteous as we are.

CATALOGS AVAILABLE 
FOR DOWNLOAD ON OUR 

WEBSITE.

Internally threaded and threadless 
ASTM-F136 titanium, internally and 

externally threaded 316L steel, 
borosilicate glass and novelty jewelry.

DISCLAIMER: Piercers 
and shops appearing in any 
section may have viewpoints 
that are not shared by Metal 
Mafia. Pictures shown may 

have been taken before 
COVID-19.
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Tanzanite Single Flare Plugs
Starting at $4.24/pair SPSFGTZ-

Bezel Set Tanzanite Nose Screw
Titanium $2.70/pc TNS-PRP

Steel $3.00/6 pc pack SNS-PRP

14G Titanium Navel Rings 
Left to Right: 

Prong Set Tanzanite  $16.70 TBNIPG14-TZ
Bezel Set Tanzanite  $6.25 TBNID14-58TZ 

Prong Set Flower Tanzanite  $16.52 TBNIPGFL14-TZ
Prong Set Heart Tanzanite  $16.52 TBNIPGHR14-TZ

16G 316L Steel 3 Gem Clickers 
Left: 

Rook Clicker  $6.25  
SRC3GSTZ

Right:
Ear Clicker  $6.25  
SEC3GSTZ 

16G Titanium Hinged Ring 
5 Gem Hinged Ring $8.70 THSGR1016-TZ
3 Gem Hinged Ring $8.00 THSGR816-TZ

16G Titanium Crescent Replacement End
Internally Threaded Starting at $6.65 TRHC516TZ

Threadless Starting at $7.62 TTRHC5TZ

4mm cube bead for captive bead rings
3.90/6 pc pack BCCB4TZ

Externally Threaded Tanzanite Gem Ball 
14G $9.00/12 pc pack SBEM14-TZ
16G $9.00/12 pc pack SBEM16-TZ



WE’VE GOT YOUR
PIERCING STUDIO 

COVERED.
SHOWN (L - R): 
Adenna Sterilization 
Pouches SPH 
Triple sealed, medical 
grade pouches 
designed for use in 
steam (vapor) and 
ethylene oxide (ETO) 
sterilizers. From $6.02

NeilMed All-Natural 
Piercing Aftercare 
SSFM
Preservative free, drug 
free aftercare that 
remains sterile for the 
life of the can. 
$8.00 per 6 fl oz. can 
Save when you buy a 
case or more*
 
GrizzlyNite Brand 
Gloves GNNG
Black nitrile textured 
latex free examination 
gloves. From $19.99

Sterilized Disposable 
Piercing Clamps PRO
Multi-functional 
poli clamp created 
solely for body 
piercing procedures. 
Individually packaged. 
Box of 50. $52.50

Acrylic Display Blocks  
DIS-132SET
Set of 3 cushioned 
blocks with 12 slots 
perfect for navel rings 
or segment rings. 
$24.00 
Jewelry sold separately

*NEILMED BULK PRICING
Buy 48 for $4.25 each and save 47%
Buy 192 for $4.00 each and save 50%
Buy 480 for $3.75 each and save 53% COPYRIGHT METAL MAFIA 2021 54 COPYRIGHT METAL MAFIA 2021
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3. GREEN AVENTURINE, ROSE QUARTZ, AND 
LAVENDER AMETHYST CABOCHON THREADED ENDS  
TITANIUM - 16G OR 14G STARTING AT $2.50/PC TCDI-
STEEL  16G OR 14G STARTING AT $1.70/PC SCDI-

1. SYNTHETIC OPAL STAR THREADED ENDS 
STEEL  16G STARTING AT $4.02 /PC SRHOSTR16-

2. SYNTHETIC OPAL WITH GEMS THREADED ENDS 
TITANIUM  16G STARTING AT $9.85/PC TRHOCZ116WH

1.

2.

3.

NEED NEW ENDS FOR 
YOUR DISPLAYS?

WE HAVE YOU COVERED 
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TITANIUM THREADLESS FRONT FACING
SYNTHETIC OPAL STARTING AT $6.05/PC TTFFOB-

GEMS STARTING AT $5.05/PC  TTFFGB-

18KT GOLD THREADLESS TRINTY
$28.45/PC GOTRHGTPWH-

18KT GOLD THREADLESS FLOWER
 $14.99/PC GOTRHGMFLWH-

TITANIUM THREADLESS PVD COATED BALLS
STARTING AT $18.00/ 6 PC PACK TTB-

TITANIUM THREADLESS PYRAMID STUD
 STARTING AT $3.57/PC TTRHPYST-

TITANIUM THREADLESS PEAR CUT
 $4.11/PC TTRHPR-

TITANIUM THREADLESS ASTROLOGY SIGNS
$4.83/PC TTRHA-

TITANIUM THREADLESS PEARL CLAW SET
 STARTING AT $5.20/PC TTRHPL4-

TITANIUM THREADLESS STAR CRESCENT
$7.60/PC TTRHCST-

GET THE PERFECT 
BEND EVERY TIME
THESE PLIERS WILL GIVE THREADLESS ATTACHMENT PINS THE 
PERFECT BEND WHEN INSERTED INTO THE POST.

SKU: TLTOOL
$16.00
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Ashlynn Deeks a.k.a Ash
FROM BOUJIE TATTOO & BODY PIERCING IN MOBILE, ALABAMA

I have always had a love for the industry--and 
my parents hated it because I would talk 
about all the tattoos and piercings I wanted 
when I got older. Then I met my husband, 
Rich, who has been a tattoo artist for 18 

years.  We have been together for 10 years, so 
being in and around all the shops all the time, just 
fed my obsession with the industry and I really 
wanted to be a piercer.

About 5 years ago, I started my apprenticeship, 
worked a 2nd job at the same time and was also 
full time Momma, so my apprenticeship ended 
up taking about 3 years, whereas for other people, 
it probably went faster. My husband taught me 
everything I know about piercing. He was my 
mentor, and I have to give him credit for that! He 
doesn’t pierce anymore now that I do, but he was 
an amazing teacher. 

We opened our own shop in April 2021 called 
Boujie Tattoo & Body Piercing. The shop got 
it’s name in a funny way--my  husband Rich has 
always lived in a high maintenance way after 
growing up less privileged and I haven’t helped 
the situation much because I keep him extremely 
spoiled as well.  Because of that, a lot of people 
we have worked with over the years would 
always pick on him and say he is boujie or high 
maintenance. When we made the decision to 
open our own shop, the name creating process 
was driving us nuts. Nothing sounded good to 
us. Then one of our artists that was going to be 

working with us 
at our new shop 
drew up Boujee 
Tattoo in a cool 
graffiti style as a 
joke. We loved 
it instantly, so 
we changed the 
spelling to the 
“proper” form of 
Boujie and it was 
official. Boujie 
Tattoo was born, 
and we are now 
called Mr. & 
Mrs Boujie by 

everyone and we carry those nicknames with great pride! We work together 
everyday--which is pretty great! We like being around each other all the time. 

I’m in my 3rd year of piercing on my own. Before that, I was a restaurant 
manager for 14 years. I was a hostess at 15, and in the first year of doing that, 
I became a waitress and then a manager, and I was the youngest manager 
in the area in which I lived. I worked mostly in Mexican restaurants and I 
thought it was going to be the career I always wanted, but it was not. All I 
ever had time for was the restaurant. They’d call my phone day and night, 
whether I was on vacation or not, and it was a lot. If I could go back and tell 
my 18-year old self something, I would tell her that the restaurant industry is 
not what you want to do! It was taking away from my family time and we are 
really big on family here, so I finally threw the towel in on that in 2018 and 
started piercing full-time. 

Working in the piercing industry is therapy, really--meeting new people, 
talking about jewelry, learning something new every day…The only piercings 
I don’t do yet are dermals. I am learning now, but I was not able to do them 
during my apprenticeships, because in the 3 states where I apprenticed, they 
were illegal. Now that I am in Alabama, I can do them. 
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After I had just finished 
my apprenticeship and 
was still kind of wet 
behind the ears. I was 
doing my 2nd VCH on 
my own. She was really 
sweet. We were laughing 
together, cracking up, 
and then it came down 
to the actual piercing.  I 
went to get ready with 
the clamp, and she 
started running away, 
and I was still attached 
to her via the clamp. 
She kept trying to scoot 
further back on the 
table, I just wanted to 
get the clamp off but she 

wasn't letting me, and it got to the point where I was almost 
on the table, too, and I said, “Ok, sweetheart, calm down. Let 
me get this off first. The more you are moving the more I am 
going with you.” At the end, we all laughed about it, and she 
was like, “I can’t believe I did that. It wasn’t even that bad!” 
That was a stand out moment. I have lots of clients who get 
scared or whine, but I always just tell them, “I promise you, 
you’re good, don’t worry--I’m not chasing you yet!”  

The biggest thing that stresses me out is when the clients try 
to diagnose something about their piercing--and then they 
start treating their piercing in all these crazy ways because 
they googled it, and I’m like “No, no, no, no. You are going to 
make it worse. Come see me, and let’s determine what is really 
going on. I can help you and we can get this fixed. You know, 
it’s like Google university. They think everything is a keloid.” 

When I started out, I wish I would have known that you 
actually get to build relationships with people. At first, I 
figured I would have someone in my chair for the time it takes 
to do the piercing, and that’s it, but actually, each interaction 
is a chance to get to know someone better. If I had known that 

from the beginning, I 
would have built even 
more relationships, 
I think, and that is 
also at the heart of 
me loving my job. I’m 
most proud of my first 
ever lip piercing.  This 
lady came in and she 
wanted 6 of them. I did 
them all in one sitting, 
and that was almost 
three years ago, and she 
is still my client! 

If I had all the time 
and the money in the 
world, I would have a 
few more of our own 

shops, and I would like to 
travel overseas. There are 
so many amazing artists 
overseas and I would love 
to see their work and spread 
our name over there. I 
would absolutely still work. 
When I finally decided to 
become a piercer, I did it 
because I love it. I get up 
every morning to go to 
work with excitement. 

These days, I’m trying to get 
back into my art. I used to 
draw and paint a lot, so I started with my logo up on my wall, 
and now I am moving back to canvas, and maybe one day I 
will tattoo--but my number one love is piercing. In my free 
time though, when I am not with my kids, my head is in my 
sketchbook.

My kids are 14, 12 , 12, 10 and 8. My husband and I have 
2 children together (a girl and a boy) and 3 from previous 
relationships (2 girls and 1 boy). They are all in school and 
creating their own personalities and hobbies. They all love to 
draw but our 2 middle daughters are the most adamant about 
it. My 12 year old is actually hoping to go to a big Art school 
for high school in New Orleans which is something I dreamed 
of doing when I was her age. Our kids also love the fact their 
parents have pretty cool jobs and always brag to their friends.

I love to cook as often as possible. My husband loves my 
meatloaf--we probably eat that once per week! My husband 
and I are big kids at heart. So we like to do big kid stuff. We 
like to ride go carts, go to the flea market all the time, and my 
husband just got a new motorcycle so we go for rides as much 
as we can. 

If the world could know one thing about me, I would want 
it to be that I am not as mean as I look. People tell me all the 
time “You look so mad, you look so intimidating…” But I 
am really not! I just can’t help it. It’s just my face. I am a very 
bighearted person. I try to help anyone and everyone I can in 
any way possible. My husband and I are very big givers to the 
community, to our family, to our friends...

Relationships mean a lot. In fact, it’s because of my 
relationship with my fantastic rep, Danielle, who always calls 
me to let me know when things are in stock, that I buy from 
Metal Mafia. I mean the quality of the jewelry is awesome, 
but it’s more than that.  My customers love the jewelry. They 
think it is the prettiest around, and that helps me build my 
relationship with them as well. I love my clients and I try to 
stay as close to them as possible. I check on them all the time, 
ask them how the piercing is doing, how the jewelry looks, 
how they like what they chose. I literally have some of them 
who come to me once a month, and I have to say “You are 
about to run out of space! What are we going to do?”
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DISPOSABLE TOOLS
S T E R I L I Z E D  &  P R E - P A C K A G E D 

CHOOSE YOUR TYPE 
“ECO” version for the price conscious piercer and a “PRO” version for the perfectionist; but both clamps have the same strength, 

precision and versatility. These clamps have been designed with a ‘breaking point’ on the ratchet to allow you to just ‘break them off’ 
and use the rubber band provided if you prefer. Sterilized via EO Gas by ISO 1385 and ISO 9001 standards. Measures approximately 7”. 

Measure bar in gauges

Measure 
internal 

diameter

Holds 
rubber band 

securely

Comfortable 
ergonomic 

grips

Ripples Grip 
& Handles

Redefined teeth reduces 
abrasions on the skin 

without sacrificing your 
grip

Measure 
length in 
inches & 

millimeters

PRO 
SHOWN:

Removable 
Ratchet

ECO 
SHOWN:

Holds 
rubber band 

securely

Redefined teeth reduces 
abrasions on the skin 

without sacrificing your 
grip

Removable 
Ratchet

50 clamps per box.  
$45.00 

50 clamps per box.  
$52.50 

Made from 
Recyclable 

Medical grade 
plastic.

Strongest 
disposable 

clamp available.
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Each clamp is individually 
sterilized and packaged 
with a 3M sterilization 
test strip.

CALL US FOR A FREE SAMPLE

UNIVERSAL OPEN OPENCLOSED CLOSED
ROUND TRIANGLE

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE 
Each box has 50 clamps with the style of your choice. Universal, Round Open or Closed and Triangle Open or Closed. 

NOT SURE WHAT STYLE YOU WANT TO BUY?  
Pick up a sample box which consists of 20 round, 20 triangles and 10 universal tips with your choice of open or closed ends for the same price!

OPEN SAMPLE BOX CLOSED SAMPLE BOX

20x 20x 20x 10x10x 20x
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HOW USING CATHETER NEEDLES COULD 

CHANGE YOUR CLIENTS' EXPERIENCE

Catheter needles for piercings have been in use in Europe 
for a long time because they are simple to use and cause 
less trauma to clients if you are using externally threaded 
jewelry.

A catheter needle is composed of a needle and a cannula 
(plastic sheathing), and they come pre-sterilized by EO 
gas. To perform the piercing, the catheter needle is 
pushed through the skin, followed by the cannula, which 
is temporarily left in place as the needle is released and 
removed.  The cannula in the skin becomes a sort of 
placeholder for the piercing jewelry which is connected to 
the end of it. The cannula then slides through the piercing 
with the jewelry attached so contact is never lost.  The 
jewelry is easily set in place, without aggravating the skin 
with a second entry and additional friction after the initial 
insertion of the catheter needle.

Catheter needles can be especially useful to 
novice piercers as they can reduce the risk of the 
hole shrinking or closing between the insertion of 
the needle and the insertion of the jewelry. 

Catheter needles are color coded according 
to size. If you are using external jewelry, you 
would choose the same size catheter needle 
as your jewelry because the threaded area of 
the piece of jewelry is slightly smaller than the 
cannula allowing it to fit easily inside. If you are 
using catheter needles with internally threaded 
jewelry, you would need to use the following 
size needles for the jewelry indicated on the 
opposite page.

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Made by piercers for piercers 
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Never worry again about losing connection.  

Catheter needles have an exterior cannula that remains in the piercing 
when the needle is removed.  This process has been proven to be the safest 
for the client and piercer.  Some refer to this as the European method.  

-Individually sealed. 
-Sterilized by EO Gas.
-Color-coded needle sizes for ease of use.
-Sold in 50 piece boxes.

Mosquito brand 
professional catheter piercing needles

Details on back.

With 

self-releasing tube
Color Gauge Length Cannula Size Jewelry Size

20G (.8mm) 32mm 1.1mm 1.0mm (18G)
18G (1mm) 45mm 1.3mm 1.2mm (16G)

16G (1.2mm) 45mm 1.7mm 1.6mm (14G)
14G (1.6mm) 45mm 2.1mm 2.0mm (12G)

18G

Green

PT-MOSQUITO-SR-18
16G

Grey

PT-MOSQUITO-SR-16
14G

Orange

PT-MOSQUITO-SR-14

866-696-2342 Toll Free  | sales@metalmafia.com | www.metalmafia.com | fax 212-279-4653

WE NOW CARRY: 

$25.00 per 
50 pc box 

20G

Pink

PT-MOSQUITO-SR-20

HOW USING CATHETER NEEDLES COULD 

CHANGE YOUR CLIENTS' EXPERIENCE
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make it personal with
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BIRTHSTONE JEWELRY
40 pc Nose Pins:  

Titanium 20G or 18G Prong Set Pin $140.00 ATNPP
Titanium 18G or 16G Bezel Set Pin $95.00 ATNP

Steel 20G or 18G Prong Set Pin $28.00 ASNPP
Steel 18G or 16G Bezel Set Pin $15.00 ASNP

40 pc Nose Bones Display: 
Steel 18G or 16G  Bezel Set Bone $15.00 ASNB

40 pc Nose Screws Display: 
Titanium 20G or 18G Prong Set Screw $140.00 ATNSP

Steel 20G or 18G Prong Set Screw $32.00  ASNPP
Titanium 20G, 18G and 16G Bezel Set Screw $95.00 ATNS

Steel 18G or 16G Bezel Set Screw $15.00 ASNP
60 pair Earring Studs Display:  

Titanium Ear Studs $227.64 ATSTUDBIRTH
Steel Ear Studs $144.00 ASTUDRBIRTH

60 pair Labrets Display:  
Steel 16G Labret $55.00 ASLBI

Steel 18G or 16G Helix Labret $65.00 ASHLBI




